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the 3008 
the ultimate crossover from peugeot
the peugeot 3008 blends different motoring concepts while adopting new and original technologies. with an 
increased interior space and a compact rugged exterior look, the 3008 offers customers an original, versatile  
and practical solution that opens up new motoring horizons.



Head Up Display 

access information about your speed, 
the cruise control/speed limiter and the 
distance alert, without having to take 
your eyes off the road.

Refined driving dynamics 

using its dynamic roll control system 
the 3008 sets new standards in terms 
of ride comfort and body roll, and offers 
road holding capabilities worthy of the 
best hatchbacks around. 

then, when it comes to tackling tougher 
terrains or winter conditions, one twist 

of the grip control dial optimises the 
traction of both the front wheels – 
giving the driver the ability to overcome 
difficult situations where the wheels have 
little grip. 



The 3008 – engineered as the 
complete family car

the first thing you’ll realise once you get 
behind the wheel of the 3008 is that driver 
pleasure is the central preoccupation. 
with its aircraft cockpit style cabin and 
innovative head up display and distance 
alert systems, you’ll just want to start the 
engine and drive. 

and it’s not just the driver who’s been 
catered for. the 3008 pays attention  
to every passenger (both front and rear) 
– including giving them more legroom

so that long journeys become a pleasure 
wherever you’re sitting.

then finally, when it comes to boot 
space, everything has been designed 
to offer an accessible and intelligent 
area. with its split 2-part tailgate and 
3-position boot floor compartment, for 
additional storage plus multiflex seating, 
the 3008’s boot is adaptable to all kinds 
of leisure activities. the aircraft cockpit style cabin is a source 

of surprise and delight for the driver.
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About this brochure
The information contained in this brochure 
is based on the data and images available  
at the time of printing. All equipment 
shown is factory fitted, or available as 
an option at extra cost (depending on 
model). Some feature combinations may 
not be available in the UK. Also, some 
photography features vehicles which are 
left hand drive. As part of our policy of 
continuous specification improvement, 
Peugeot reserve the right to modify 
technical equipment, the options 
available, and colours at any time. For full 
specification ask your local Peugeot  
Dealer, or click on www.peugeot.co.uk. 

Please note that print and photographic 
processes used in the creation of this 
brochure may alter the depth and tone  
of the colours shown. This brochure is  
not a contractual document or offer 
of sale. The details in this book cannot 
be reproduced without the expressed 
authorisation of Peugeot.

For further information  
contact your local Peugeot Dealer,  
visit www.peugeot.co.uk or call 
0845 200 1234 (calls charged at local
rate and may be recorded for training  
or quality purposes).
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